Improving Drawing Outcomes by
Changing Paper

This resource forms part of Start Here: Drawing, designed to
help teachers facilitate drawing in school
Many primary schools provide pupils with A4 printer or copy
paper on which to draw. This immediately limits the potential
outcome of the drawing - both in terms of technique (HB on
shiny paper is not the most inspiring starting point!) but
also in terms of artistic aspiration (when we really want to
encourage pupils to think as creatively as possible).
Providing pupils with alternative drawing surfaces combined
with a rigorous exploration of drawing media will greatly
improve drawing outcomes.
This resource promotes the use of various paper types and
sizes as a way of improving drawing outcomes. Consider using
the following paper as part of your drawing lessons. We have
provided a single link to an appropriate drawing project for
each paper type, but please explore all our drawing resources
here for more ideas.
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AccessArt is a UK Charity and we believe
everyone has the right to be creative.
AccessArt provides inspiration to help
us all reach our creative potential.

More from 1.2.3 Start Here

This resource forms part of our Start
Here collection, aimed at providing less
experienced educators with a series of
guided starting points from which to
explore art education.
Join Accessart
Join AccessArt from only £3.50 per month and
access all our resources wherever you live.
Join Us!
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Further Guidance to Support Drawing in
Schools
More Drawing Projects

Find more drawing exercises and projects
for primary-aged children in this

beautiful book by Paula Briggs.

